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ABSTRACT 
The 2m - l’st degree l-periodic smoothing splines for a fixed data vector y possess a limit as m 
approaches infinity if and only if the smoothing parameter approaches zero essentially as tzm. This 
limit, when it exists, is the least squares projection of the (proximal) trigonometric interpolant onto 
the trigonometric polynomials of degree at most [1/2nt], with respect to the (semi-) inner product 
given by evaluation at the data points. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors, including Golitschek [2], Schoenberg [6], and Cavaretta and 
Newman [l], have investigated the limiting behavior of periodic interpolating 
splines as the degree of the spline tends to infinity. They have shown that the 
spline interpolants to a fixed n dimensional data vector converge, as their 
degree approaches infinity, to the (proximal) trigonometric polynomial inter- 
polant of degree at most [n/2]. In the present paper we solve the analogous limit 
problem for smoothing splines, in response to questions posed by P. Smith and 
A. Cavaretta. 
Specifically, let I@’ be the periodic Sobolev space of l-periodic functions 
with periodic derivatives up to order m in L,([O, 11). For n data points, 
O~xr<x,c~~~<x,,<l, and a vector y=Lvi] of data values, let gn,,, in I@ be 
the periodic spline function which solves: 
(1.1) 
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The function g,,, is called the 2m - 1 ‘st degree (or 2m’th order) periodic 
smoothing spline with smoothing parameter Iz. (See Reinsch 141, or Schoenberg 
[5], for a discussion of the existence and spline properties of g,,,, noting that 
Reinsch’s parameter p is l/nL in our setting.) When 1= Iz, is allowed to vary 
wrth m, then gAm,m can converge as m-03. Our work establishes necessary 
and sufficient conditions on the rate at which A,-+0 for limm.,,-,, gLm,m to exist 
and identifies the limit as a specific trigonometric polynomial. 
A special, but inclusive, case of our results shows that when Am= t2m, t 
fixed, the smoothing splines converge to a limit g, which is a trigonometric 
polynomial of degree /=min ([n/2], [1/2nt]). In fact, when 1/2nt is not an 
integer and l<n/2, g, is just the least squares projection of (any interpolant 
of) y onto the trigonometric polynomials of degree I determined by the 
(semi-)inner product 
In terms of the standard exponential basis ei(x) = e2niix, j = 0, + 1, + 2, +.-, this 
means that g=(x)= Cljls, cjej(X) where the cj’s are determined by the normal 
equations 
When the xk’s are evenly spaced in [0, l] then g, is just the truncation of the 
(proximal) trigonometric interpolant to the data y at the f’th degree term 
(Corollary 2.20). 
Similar results hold in the exceptional cases when 1/2nt is integral or I= n/2. 
For instance only slight modifications to the Ijl = I’th normal equations need 
to be made when l/2& is integral. To handle the n even, I= n/2 case, the basis 
for the trigonometric polynomials needs to be cut down by discarding e-,,2(x) 
and using the function 
en12(x) = sin (n(nx- i xk)), n even 
k=l 
to create an n-dimensional space, T:,*, of (proximal) trigonometric polyno- 
mials of degree at most n/2. 
Theorem 2.18 contains the details of these results. More generally, it shows 
that lim,,, gin,, exists if and only if lim 1,)27rjIZm exists in the extended 
halfline [0, a] for all integral j, with Osjsn/2. The special case discussed 
above is the simplest situation in which this limit relation holds. 
These results provide insight into the problem of smoothing by linking 
smoothing splines and trigonometric least squares approximation techniques. 
Moreover, the results relating decay rates for A,,, with the nature of lim gAm,,, 
help to clarify the point we have made elsewhere, [3], that any comparison of 
smoothing splines across different m’s should use the scaled variable L1’2m. 
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Before considering the detailed proofs for arbitrarily spaced Q’S, it is worth 
noting that the evenly spaced case has a simple direct proof. It proceeds by 
analyzing the Fourier coefficients of gA, m. These have a very simple expression 
due to the fact that the functions ej are orthogonal with respect to both the 
discrete and L2 inner products which enter into the definition of gg,. 
2. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
This section contains the statement and proofs of our main result and the 
prerequisite lemmas. We begin with a generalization of results of Golitschek, 
Schoenberg, and Cavaretta and Newman which show that any limit of gs, 
must be a trigonometric polynomial of degree at most [n/2]. When n is even 
the highest degree term of this limit must have a special form. This allows us 
to reduce our work to a question about finite dimensional spaces, whose 
resolution leads to the main theorem. 
We assume that the data vector y is fixed and that the smoothing splines 
gg m are defined by Eq. 1 .l using this vector. Let us decompose the Fourier 
series for gA,, 
j=m 
gA,,(x) = C 
j=-m 
c$, rn)e2=jjx, cj(A, m) = i e-2”ijxgL,m(x)dx 
0 
into two pieces 
(2.1) tm(X) = C Cj(l, m)eznijx, Tm(X) = C Cj(l, m)e2n’ix. 
ljlsn/Z Ijl>n/2 
Our first step in studying the convergence of ggm will be to show that r, (and 
any of its derivatives) converges uniformly to zero, no matter what L’s are 
chosen. The key to this is the fact that if so is any trigonometric polynomial 
interpolant for the data (xk,yk), k= 1, ..I, n, whose degree is at most n/2, (of 
course such so exist), then 
(2.2) - IIe?ll2~ II$Tl2~ 
This follows from the fact that llg~~~[I~ = IIte)\lg + II$‘)ll~, and that the minimi- 
zation property of g,,, from Eq. 1.1 shows 
(2.3) 
Now the desired convergence of r, is a consequence of 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose g,,, is any sequence with g,,, in @” and suppose 
there exists a trigonometric polynomial so of degree at most n/2 with IIg$,“‘)I 2 s 
&m)l12forallm. Ifg,=t,+r,, as in 2.1, then r$?+O uniformly for each k. 
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PROOF. Since standard (Sobolev) inequalities allow us to estimate ]r$)lj, in 
terms of #$+‘) (j2, it suffices to show jrCk)l ,,, *+O. If we use the bound IIr~$~ 
6 I($‘$, Parseval’s equality, and the fact that the Fourier series for r,,, starts 
at degree at least (n + 1)/2 while that for so stops at degree at most n/2, we see 
that 
IIr~)l12~(7r(n+ l))k-mIIr~)112~(7r(n+ l))k-“lls$~)llz~ 
5 (W + lPWVll~0(l2 = (70 + lNW(n + l))“llsollZ. 
But this last term approaches zero since n/(n + 1) < 1, and the proposition is 
proved. n 
From this result it follows that any potential limit of g,,,, must be a trigono- 
metric polynomial of degree at most n/2. A slight refinement of this conclusion 
is possible when n is even, since then all limits of the highest degree components 
of t,,, have a particular form. This form results from the existence of a special 
trigonometric polynomial of degree n/2 which vanishes at each xk: 
1 
w(x) = ke, sin (n(x- xk)) = ii 
( 
,7$(x-x,) _ e-ni(x-xk) 
(2.5) k=l 2i > 
=d, cos (~(nx- C xk)) +fower order terms, 
(cf. [6]). Let us write the n/2’th order terms in the Fourier expansion of gA,, 
in terms of cos (z(nx- 1 xk)) and its orthogonal complement, i.e. set 
t,(X) = 1 Cje 2nijx+ a, sin (n(nx- C xk)) + b, cos (~(nx- 1 xk)), n even. 
ljJ<n/2 
Then lim,,, b, = 0 due to the following extension of Proposition 2.4. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose g,,, and so satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 
2.4 and also suppose that n is even and each g,,, is a 2m’th order spline with 
knots at x,, k= l,...,n. Then 
b, = 2 i g,(x) cos (n(nx- 1 xk))dx+O 
0 
as m-co. 
PROOF. Since t&xk) =0, k= 1, eve, n, the minimum norm property of splines 
(Ilg$@l,s (Ih(*)j2 for all h in I@ with h(xk)=gm(xk)), shows that. 
Hence 
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since the degree of v/ is at most n/2. But then if we write p for the “lower order 
terms” in Eq. 2.5, the splitting of w, we have 
0 = l?7n12m+d*bm + 1 p(m)bm) m * 
0 
Now just as in the previous proposition we have the estimates ((tznm’112s 
s IIg$!J@)12s II~i”)11~, Thus when we take into account that the degree of p is at 
most (n/2)- 1 we get 
s IId,r’l1211P(m)l12s lI~~m)l12170 -wllPll2 
5 I477@-wll%ll2llPll2. 
Thus l&l =O((l-2/n)“) as m-+oo and we are done. n 
Now we can examine the convergence properties of gam,, as the degree goes 
to infinity. From the preceding two propositions any limit point of this 
sequence of splines must belong to the space 
(2.7) T,:,=span {ej:-n/2<jsnn/2} 
where 
e2nijx 
, -n/2<j<n/2 
(2.8) f?j(X) = 
10 sin (2n(jx- + C x~)), j = n/2 
(Note that since j is integral the sin function only occurs when n is even, and 
the factor fi assures that the ej are orthonormal with respect to the usual 
integral inner product.) If we define the modified Fourier coefficients for gA,, 
by 
cj(5 ml = -n/2<jsn/2 
and let 
be the modified remainder, then Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 show that 
lim R, = 0, uniformly 
m+m 
since R, = r, , n odd, and R,(x) = rm(x) + b, cos (n(nx- C x~)), n even. Thus 
any convergence of gAm,, will be completely characterized by the convergence 
of the coefficients Cj(Am, m). 
We can derive an extremely important relationship between these Fourier 
coefficients for gA. m and the data y from the orthogonality conditions which 
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follow from the minimization property 1.1 used to define gA, ,,, . Specifically we 
must have 
+ j, ej(xkWk - g,, &kN = A d $%$;A, 
and so integration by parts 111 times yields 
(2.9) + j, ej(xkUk -g~,&kN =WM12mcj(k m). 
We can give this last equation a particularly useful expression if we let {fi} 
be the basis for T,:, dual to {ej} with respect to the discrete inner product 
(fA, gA ) = j, f(xd&k)- 
For then the Fourier coefficients have the representation 
$(A ml = Uj,A, c 
-n/2<jgn/2 
Cj(k m)ej,A ) = (fj,A, (g~,m-Rd~ ). 
So 2.9 can be rewritten as 
(2-10) (ej,A,Y)=(ej,A,gl,m,A)+nlI2~~I2m(fj,A,(g~,,-Rm)A). 
If we introduce the matrices 
E= [ei(xi)], F= vj(Xi)], D,(A)= diag (A)27rji2”) 
then we can summarize the equations in 2.10 by 
(2.11) E*y=E*gA,,,, + O,AW’*g~,m,A - &(W*R,,A - 
Since {fi} is dual to {ej>, F= (E*)- ’ and thus an alternative summary is 
contained in 
(2.12) Y = (~+FD,(W*)g~,m,~ -FD,1W*&,,, . 
From these relationships we can see that the limiting behavior of g,,,, is 
related to the limiting behavior of the positive definite matrices I+ FD,(A)F* 
and their inverses. Specifically we have 
LEMMA 2.13. The limit as m+ 00 of gAm,, exists for each y if and only if 
lim,,, (I+ FD,(A,)F*)- ’ exists. 
PROOF. If we apply (I+FQ,&)F*)-’ to Eq. 2.12, we get 
g~.,m,A = (I+ FD,,&)F*)- ‘y + (I+ FD&,,)F*)- lFD,,,(&,,)F*Rm,A. 
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Since the coefficient Rm,d is a positive definite matrix which is less than the 
identity, and Rm,4 -to as m--fa, independent of I,, by Propositions 2.4 and 
2.6, we see the last term above goes to zero as rn-tm. Thus lim,,, gAm,,,.,, 
the limits at the data points xk, exists for all y, if and only if 
lim (I+ FD,(&)F*)- ’ 
exists. Now lim gAm,, exists if and only if lim gA,,,,- R, exists as R,,,+O. 
Hence the proof is completed by the observation that gA,,,, - R, lies in the 
n-dimensional space T&, for which pointwise convergence at each xk is 
equivalent to uniform convergence. n 
The preceding Lemma reduces our work to the following result on the con- 
vergence of diagonal perturbations of a positive definite matrix. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. If E*E is any positive definite matrix and D, = diag 
(dm,jj) is a sequence of non-negative diagonal matrices, then 
lim (E *E + D,) - ’ exists if and only if for each j, lim dm,jj exists in [0, -1. 
m-m m+m 
PROOF. As E*E is positive definite and D,zO, E*E+ D,,, is invertible. Also, 
since D,(E*E+D,)-‘=I-E,E(E*E+D,)-‘, lim,,,,, (E*E+D,)-’ exists if 
and only if lim,,, D,(E*E+D,)-’ exists. By considering each row of 
D,,,(E *E + D,,,-’ it follows that if limm+, (E *E + D,)-’ exists, then for each 
j, either lim rowj(E*E + D,)- ’ = 0 or lim D,,, exists in the real half-line 
[0, a~). But if lim rowj(E*E+ D,)-’ =0 then 
1 = lim (rowj(E *E + 0,) - ‘)(COlj(E *E) + cOlj(Dm)) 
= lim rowj(E *E + Dm)- ’ COlj(Dm) 
and so lirnm+- Dm,jj = 00. This completes the only if portion of the proposition. 
Now suppose lim,,, Dm,jj= d(j) exists in [0, 001 for each j. Define the 
sequence J,,, of diagonal matrices with 
c 1 , d(j)<oo 
Jm,jj = 
I 
A, do’)=00 
Then 
(2.15) (E*E+D,)-‘=J,((EJ,)*(EJ,)+J D J )-‘J,,,. In mm 
But if K= {j: d(j) < a> then it is easy to see 
1, j&K do’), jEK 
(2.16) lim Jm,jj = lim (JmDmJm)jj= 
m-m 0, j$K ‘m-- 1, j@K’ 
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and 
lim COlj(EJ,)= 
COljQ, jeK 
m-co 0, jeK ' 
Thus 
(E*E),+ d(j)ati, i, jE K 
(2.17) lim ((EJ,) *(EJ,) + J,JI,J,,& = 1, i=jeK 
m-0 
0, otherwise 
The limit matrix defined by these last equations is positive definite as d(j) z 0 
and hence is invertible. So 2.16 and 2.17 show that the limits of the terms in 
2.15 exist and the proof is complete. H 
REMARK. Note that 2.15, 2.16 and 2.17 provide an explicit description of 
lim,,, (E*E +&)-I. It is a block matrix with O’s everywhere, except for the 
K x K block where it contains the inverse of the corresponding block from 
E *E + diag (d(j)). 
When we put all these pieces together we get our main result. 
THEOREM 2.18 A non-negative sequence {A,,,} has the property that for each 
n-vector y the 2m - 1 ‘st degree smoothing splines gLm,, based on y converge 
as rn+ oo if and only if 
(2.19) lim 1,/2njIZm exists in [0, 001, for all integers j with 1 jl ~n/2. 
m-rol 
Whenever rZ, satisfies 2.19, limm+,, gAm,, =g, is a trigonometric poly- 
nomial of degree at most 1, where I= max {j: limm+ Am12rrj/2m< 03). If 
d(1) = limm+,, rZm12nl(2m and g,,,(x) = Cljid, ckek(x) is the expansion of the limit 
function with respect to the (modified) exponential basis from 2.8 then the 
coefficients ck are determined by the equations 
ndUh+ $I, (ej,d,ek,d)Ck=(ej,d,y), Ijl =l. 5 
REMARK. Before giving the proof it is worth noting that when I= [n/2] and 
d(1) = 0 then the n equations for the ck’s simply say (ej,d, &,J ) = (ej,A, y> and 
so determine g, as the (proximal) trigonometric interpolant of degree [n/2]. 
More generally, if d(1) = 0, 1~ [n/2] then the 21+ 1 equations determine g, as 
the least squares projection of y onto the trigonometric polynomials of degree 
at most 1. 
PROOF. From Lemma 2.13 we see that lim,,, gA ,m exists if and only if 
limm-*oo E(E *E + 0,(&J)- ‘E * exists since E = (F*) -‘I. Hence by Proposition 
2.14 the limit of gAm,, exists if and only if lim,,, 1,127rj12”’ exists in [O,oo] 
for each integer j with Jjl ~n/2, since D,(&,J = diag (nA,~27rjlj12”). Thus the 
first part of the theorem is proved. 
Now to determine the form of the limit we assume lim,,, &127rj 12m = d(lj I) 
exists in [0, 001. Since lj/kl 2m+0 or 00 if Ijl #\kl, it is clear that d(Jj() is 
increasing with Ij( and d(ljl) = 0 or OD, except for at most one value I of Ijl. 
We also know from Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 that g,=lim,,, gAm,, is a 
trigonometric polynomial in the space Tz12 spanned by the ej (see 2.13). So 
&n= c 
-n/2cjsn/2 
(fj,d, &L,d >ej, 
since the fj are dual to ej. To calculate the coefficients, c,= (fitA, g-,4 ) in this 
expansion, consider the equations in 2.10. For Ij I > I we divide thej’th equation 
by 1,\27rj12m and pass to the limit in all the equations to obtain, for each j 
with - n/2 < js n/2, 
1 
(ej,d, &a ) , Ijlcl 
(ej,d,Y)= 
(ej,d,g,,d)+ndO)(fj,d,g,,d), Ijl=l 
The last set of equations show cj=O, I jl> I, so g, is a trigonometric poly- 
nomial of degree at most 1 as claimed. The values of cj, I jl s 1, are determined 
by the remaining equations which can be recast in the form given in the 
Theorem by expanding g, in terms of the ej, I j ( 5 1. n 
Notice that the simplest situation for which I, has the limiting behavior 
required for Theorem 2.18 is when Iz, = t 2m for some fixed t 20. Then I= min 
{[1/2nt], [n/2]} and g, is the least squares projection of y onto the trigono- 
metric polynomials of degree at most I, unless 1/2nt is integral. Another 
interesting case occurs for equally spaced Q’S. Then the limit, g,, when it 
exists, has a particularly simple form since the vectors el,4 are orthogonal with 
respect to the discrete inner product we have been using. In fact we have 
COROLLARY 2.20. suppose the xk (=x1 + (k - 1)/n) are equally spaced points 
in [0, l] and C _ n,2<jgn,2 Cjej(x) is the (proximal) n/2’th degree trigonometric 
interpolant to the data y. If A, satisfies the conditions in 2.19 and I =max 
{ js n/2: lirnm+- A,12nj)2m=d(j)<w}, then lim,,,+, gAm,m=g, exists and is 
the (modified) truncation of this interpolant 
g,(X) = C CjeZRiiX + 
Ijl<i 
I 
c C. e2nijx J 
ljl =I 1 + d(l) 
, l<n/2 
Cd2 
I+ +d(n/2) 
(- l)““fi cos (nn(x-xi)), n even, I= n/2 
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PROOF. Since the vectors ej,A are orthogonal, the equations for the 
coefficients of g, are uncoupled and differ from those for the coefficients of 
the n/2’th degree trigonometric interpolant only for Ij( = 1. For this case we 
have the equation 
(ej,d,y) = (q,d,ej,d >Cj+nWkj9 Ijl =l. 
Since the interpolant coefficient satisfies (el,A, y) = (ei,d, ej+, >cj, the l<n/2 
case of the Corollary follows from the fact that 
For the I= n/2, n even case, we need only observe that since xk =x1 + (k - 1)/n, 
enj2(x) = \Iz sin (n(nu- C xk)) = \Iz sin (n(nx- lzyt - (n - 1)/2)) 
= (- 1)“‘2,/2 cos (nn(x-Xl)). 
Hence for j= n/2, (el,A, ej,A > =2n, from which the I= n/2 case follows. n 
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